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Chat Bots

Past
Inspired by the Alan Turning’s article, 

“Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence,” humans developed 

computer programs to impersonate a 
human in real time conversation.

Present
Ever heard of Siri, Alexa, Google Assistant? Or been 
taken to a chat pop-up to access customer service? 

These are chatbots. Companies are using chatbots to 
save time, money and to provide more tailored and 

personalized experience(s). Ex: Expedia

Future
Solaris? War Games? Terminator? 

Robo-Cop? 2001: A Space Odyssey? The 
Matrix? Minority Report? I-Robot? 

Wall-E? Resident Evil? Tron? Megan?

https://www.expedia.com/app?~customer_campaign=BRAND&~customer_ad_name=EML.US.LC.LOYALTY.OMPSGMBRPCHATGPTLNCH.GENERIC&~customer_ad_set_name=EXPEDIA-US&~customer_placement=EML.US.LC.LOYALTY.OMPSGMBRPCHATGPTLNCH.GENERIC&%24canonical_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.expedia.com%2Fmobile%2Fdeeplink%2FchatGPT%26skipOnboarding%3Dtrue%24emlcid%3DEML.US.LC.LOYALTY.OMPSGMBRPCHATGPTLNCH.GENERIC&_branch_match_id=1146445932339746187&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA5VQTWuDQBD9NfbWFUxooSDFqDUBv1ADyUkmu0Nc3C90xf78rtBD21MDc3gz8%2BbNvBmsNfOb7%2BOnQQLGEMHV6L97ryldZqslTj0FaYDfVXhoojJ5%2BtkC1iuQGKZFTs4tyWOSV9co766kKuo2Kw5NHR%2BjLqu7vIyPJEvLtDnFfyVmtN8ylzpNTtHzuf1FMQIoSlT24T3BnuE8Wm36ZRLhsHn1dpEXfLhY15VsrhkHQrV0FWd%2FG6GgtOIUxL%2BGpL5xgQ4wRLM9z0E6gHW3eMHLPHJTqZuGiXF193aJnRZH3qMUlDOXP%2BboC0cQmGSuAQAA


What is ChatGPT?

OpenAI is an AI research and deployment company. Our 
mission is to ensure that artificial general intelligence 
benefits all of humanity.



ChatGPT is Pre-trained



Apps & Extensions



Benefits to Instruction

Lesson 
Planning

Have ChatGPT  
differentiate, 
translate or 

modify readings 
and more.

Student 
Engagement

Provide students with 
detailed feedback 

using the criteria or 
rubric you already 

have in place. 

Ask ChatGPT for lesson 
ideas about a topic or 

concept. Ask it to create 
a rubric or to change the 

level of a pre-existing 
lesson.

Provide Feedback 
to Students

Create Concept Maps. 
Gamify lessons.

Adjust lessons to re-teach 
concepts. Create virtual 

lessons/labs esp. to assist with 
homebound or absent students.

Differentiate and 
Translate Text



ChatGPT is not intended to replace teachers or 
the traditional in-person classroom 
experience. Instead it can enhance the 
classroom experience by providing teachers 
with additional resources to create engaging 
lessons for their students.

Lesson Planning

Creative Approaches 

Real World Applications

Brainstorming

Restructuring & Re-teaching 



Lesson Planning



Student Engagement



ChatGPT is not intended to replace 
teachers or the traditional in-person 
classroom experience. Instead it can 
enhance the classroom experience 
by providing teachers with 
additional resources.

Differentiate & Translate

Translate for our ESL/ELL

Personalized Instruction

Differentiated Readings

Differentiated Assignments



Feedback

This is another resource that teachers can access 
to provide actionable and personalized feedback. 
This is not the first tool to assist with this. 

Personalized and Actionable Recommendations

Specific and Targeted Feedback

Foster Student Reflection

Encourage Student Creativity 



Feedback



Benefits to Instruction

Lesson 
Planning

Student 
Engagement

Provide students with 
detailed feedback 

using the criteria or 
rubric you already 

have in place. 

Ask ChatGPT for lesson 
ideas about a topic or 

concept. Ask it to create 
a rubric or to change the 

level of a pre-existing 
lesson.

Provide Feedback 
to Students

Create Concept Maps. 
Gamify lessons.

Adjust lessons to re-teach 
concepts. Create virtual 

lessons/labs esp. to assist with 
homebound or absent students.

Differentiate and 
Translate Text

Have ChatGPT  
differentiate, 
translate or 

modify readings 
and more.



Imperfections:

• Draws on data set which closed in 2021
• The bot “may make up facts” as it writes sentences. 

(Mira Murati, OpenAI Chief Technology Operator)
• Can misunderstand nuances of human 

conversation or “hallucinate” 
• Room for mis-information,  false information, & 

biased information as well as discrimination
• Security and privacy concerns



Will thinking cease?



Mitigating Issues

Professional development to craft assignments and 
assessments that maintain academic integrity as well as 
updating our Academic Integrity policies will be needed.

Ask ChatGPTUse your intuition Turnitin

Copy the text that you 
are concerned about. 
Access ChatGPT and 

type:  Did you or ChatGPT 
generate this?: and paste 

the content.

Does something seem 
awry? Is the same word 
repeated often? Is the 

students work different 
from other writing 

samples? Use your gut.

Turn on Turnitin when students 
are submitting assignments in 

Canvas. Students can use 
DraftCoach to check grammar 

and plagiarism. 



Our Chances



Next Steps

How can we,  administrators, teachers, LMSs, 
instructional coaches, information and 

instructional technology specialist do  to 
adapt to the advances of ChatGPT and AI?

Professional Development

Supportive Culture & Collaboration

Policies & Guidelines 

Funding (training, technologies and maintenance) 
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YOUTHANK
The technology itself is not transformative. It is 

the school, the pedagogy, that is transformative. 
–Tanya Byron

https://sites.google.com/region18.org/lolhsenglishdept/home/ai-resources-for-educators


Credits

• ChatGPT:  ChatGPT dialogue from various 
dates

• Canva:  Navy and Yellow Modern Professional 
Market Solution Presentation Slide Template

• Denise Dalton: (VRHS LMS) presentation 
“ChatGPT helped write this: March 8th 2023”

• Washington Post: Zits Cartoon strip 4/19/23
• OpenAI.com: Mission, user parameters, and 

such
• TurnitIn: Resources Packs, blog posts, and 

news releases
• Jessica Lyons: Webinar “How Educators can 

use ChatGPT”


